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Abstract 
The study assesses the impact of economic factors in the geography 

of services in terms of need, consumption and spatial organization are 
topics and trends in a study in this new world. 

These economic factors form a stand-alone system that belongs to 
the larger system that includes all the factors in the geography of services. 
System of these economic factors is composed of the five factors that 
constitute the elements of this system as follows :  

1 - the geographical economic location.  
2 - transport routes, and means . 
3 - Capital . 
4 - SOA (substructure of service) . 
5 - economic resources and aspects of economic activity in urban 

centers and regions. 
Economic factors interact with each other within the system, and in 

at the same time they interact with the system of human factors and the 
system of natural factors for shaping the service sectors of the place by 
showing the spatial variation in the needs of the population to services 
and they use them, and its spatial organization of place in urban centers 
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and regions.  
Economic factors are different in the strength of their impact in this 

variation and spatial organization of the services sector of the population, 
depending on different areas or trends in the study in of the geography of 
services, and the first trend studies the needs of the population is services. 
The quality of these to services, and the second trend studies 
consumption of the population to these services, and the third trend 
studies the spatial organization of the services sector of the population.  

A system of economic factors forms inputs which interact together, 
and at the same time interact with the system of natural factors and 
human factors, to give outputs that show the nature of services for the 
population and the characteristics of its distribution and development in 
place . 

 
 


